
SYNTAX



Syntax (Class -1)

Noun, Pronoun & Verb (Class -2)

Tense, Adjective, & Adverb (Class -3)

Conjunction, Article & Preposition (Class -4)

Re-arrangement of sentences (Class -5)

Reading Comprehension (Class -6)

Mock Paper Discussion (Class -7)

Miscellaneous Questions & Mock papers

(Class -8 to 11)

CLASS SCHEDULE



After a detailed analysis, it is safe to conclude that

each category of a property (A)/ come with its own

benefits and risks and as an end-user, you can

make (B)/ your choice depending on the immediate

requirements and appetite for risk. (C)

(1) Only A

(2) Both B and C

(3) Only B

(4) All A, B and C

(5) No Error



Each / Every + Noun (Singular) + Verb (Singular)



While IT services and analytics firms in North America

are currently dominating the global market (A)/ with

their Big Data solutions, India including some of the

Asian countries (B)/ are expected to catch up soon with

the region becoming a hub for high-end data solutions.

(C)

(1) Only A

(2) Both A and B

(3) Only C

(4) Both A and C

(5) No Error



With, Along with, Together, Together with, As

well as, And not, Including, Excluding, But,

Rather than, Except, In addition to, besides,

like, unlike, accompanied by, headed by, led

by, governed by

Subject1 + conjunction + Subject2 + Verb(Acc. To

1stSubject)



The company is working not only to bring new products

but also improve (A)/ market capture that align with

customers’ aspirational and practical requirements as

per the (B)/ current rivalry scenario and growth

competitiveness in the market. (C)

(1) Only A

(2) Only C

(3) Both A and B

(4) All A, B and C

(5) No Error



Neither Nor

Either Or

Not only But also

Not But

Only Also

Or

Subject1 + conjunction + Subject2 + Verb(Acc. To

2ndSubject)



To sweeten the deal for customers, many a developer

have introduced (A)/ payment plans like construction-

linked plan, time-linked plan (B)/ or down payment

plan which gives buyers adequate time to arrange for

funds. (C)

(1) Only A

(2) Only B

(3) Only C

(4) Both B and C

(5) All A, B and C



Many + Noun(Plural) + Verb (Plu) + Pronoun(Plu)

Many a/an + Noun(Singular) + Verb(Sing) + Pronoun(Sing)



Foreign investors accept the High Court’s decision for

not investing (A)/ in more than one international

companies, this will (B)/ have a domino effect, which

are producing electronic goods in India. (C)

(1) Only A

(2) Only C

(3) Both A and B

(4) Both B and C

(5) No Error



More than one  + Noun(Sing) + Verb(Sing) + Pronoun(Sing)

More + Noun(Plu) + than one + Verb (Plu) + Pronoun (Plu) 



The economics of the project makes it impossible to

proceed (A)/ the experience of great opportunities which

can (B)/ achieve the world class performance in the

reported approach. (C)

(1) Only A

(2) Both B and C

(3) Both A and B

(4) All A, B and C

(5) No Error



Economics, Physics, Civics, Mathematics, Statistics

Mathematics is an easy subject for me.

My mathematics are not good.



The investigation by the government (A)/ in

science and technology (B)/ have increased

considerably in the recent past. (C)

The chairman decided that the board meeting (A)/

would commence despite the (B)/ fact that two

thirds of the board was absent. (C)

Ans (1)- C use ‘has’ instead of ‘have’

Ans (2)- C use ‘were’ instead of ‘was’



Everyone of us know that (A)/ he is not capable of

remaining under (B)/ water for such a long time.

(C)

The number of people applying (A)/ were so large

that the college had to (B)/ stop issuing

application forms. (C)

Ans (1)- A use ‘knows’ instead of ‘know’

Ans (2)- B use ‘was’ instead of ‘were’



Some genuine issues exist (A)/ with the newly

adopted system and (B)/ needs to be examined

seriously. (C)

I think every one (A)/ of these people (B)/ are

incompetent. (C)

Ans (1)- A use ‘need’ instead of ‘need’

Ans (2)- C use ‘is’ instead of ‘are’



The district authorities are making a (A)/ last

ditch attempt to provide alternative (B)/ solutions

to farmers but the option is clear inadequate. (C)

The prime minister along with his cabinet (A)/

colleagues have been welcomed (B)/ by the chief

minister at a formal ceremony. (C)

Ans (1)- C use ‘clearly’ instead of ‘clear’

Ans (2)- B use ‘has’ instead of ‘have’



Most of the critics agree (A)/ that this is one of the

best novels that has (B)/ appeared in the recent

years. (C)

Suddenly they saw a car coming at (A)/ a break

neck speed, an old man (B)/ were crossing the

road at the zebra crossing. (C)

Ans (1)- B use ‘have’ instead of ‘has’

Ans (2)- C use ‘was’ instead of ‘were’



The tax treaty between India and Switzerland have

been (A)/ amended and we shall be able to obtain

(B)/ information about any Swiss bank account by

next month. (C)

The captain together with (A)/ his team are

practicing very hard (B)/ for the forthcoming

match. (C)

Answer the Questions on the Comment Box




